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Abstract : Since it recognized the importance of planning sustainable tourism, which has been discussed effective methods of
monitoring tourist. In this sense, the indicators, can transmit a set of information about complex processes, events or trends,
showing up as an important monitoring tool and aid in the environmental assessment, helping to identify the progress of it and
to chart future actions, contributing, so for decision making. The World Tourism Organization - WTO recognizes the importance
of indicators to appraise the tourism activity in the point of view of sustainability, launching in 1995 eleven Keys Indicators of
Sustainable Tourism to assist in the monitoring of tourist destinations. So we propose a case study to examine the applicability
or otherwise of a monitoring methodology and aid in the understanding of tourism sustainability, analyzing the effectiveness of
local indicators on the approach defined by the WTO. The study was applied to the Lagoa da Confusão City, in the state of
Tocantins - North Brazil. The case study was carried out in 2006/2007, with the guiding deductive method. The indicators were
measured by specific methodologies adapted to the study site, so that could generate quantitative results which could be
analyzed at the proposed scale WTO (0 to 10 points). Applied indicators: Attractive Protection – AP (level of a natural and
cultural attractive protection), Sociocultural Impact–SI (level of socio-cultural impacts), Waste Management - WM (level of
management of solid waste generated), Planning Process-PP (trip planning level) Tourist Satisfaction-TS (satisfaction of the
tourist experience), Community Satisfaction-CS (satisfaction of the local community with the development of local tourism) and
Tourism Contribution to the Local Economy-TCLE (tourist level of contribution to the local economy). The city of Lagoa da
Confusão was presented as an important object of study for the methodology in question, as offered condition to analyze the
indicators and the complexities that arose during the research. The data collected can help discussions on the sustainability of
tourism in the destination. The indicators TS, CS, WM , PP and AP appeared as satisfactory as allowed the measurement
"translating" the reality under study, unlike TCLE and the SI indicators that were not seen as reliable and clear and should be
reviewed and discussed for an adaptation and replication of the same. The application and study of various indicators of
sustainable tourism, give better able to analyze the local tourism situation than monitor only one of the indicators, it does not
demonstrate all collected data, which could result in a superficial analysis of the tourist destination.
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